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Beginning Android 3D Game DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Beginning Android 3D Game Development is a unique, examples-driven book for today's Android and game app developers who want to learn how to build 3D game apps that run on the latest Android 5.0 (KitKat) platform using Java and OpenGL ES.


	Android game app development continues to be one of the hottest...
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Application Development in iOS 7Packt Publishing, 2014

	Learn how to build an entire real-world application using all of iOS 7's new features with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Get acquainted with the new features of iOS7 through real-world, project-based learning
	
		Take an in-depth look at Xcode 5, Foundation, and autolayout
	...
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Adobe® GoLive® CS2 Official JavaScript ReferenceAdobe Press, 2005
Written by the engineers and scripting experts at Adobeand now  available for the first time in printthis book is an essential reference guide  for developers who want to extend the capabilities of Adobe GoLive CS2 using  JavaScript and the special markup tags that the GoLive CS2 SDK (Software  Developer's Kit) provides. If...
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Google Web Toolkit 2 Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	GWT 2 radically improves web experience for users by using existing Java tools to build no-compromise AJAX for any modern browser. It provides a solid platform so that other great libraries can be built on top of GWT. Creating web applications efficiently and making them impressive, however, is not as easy as it sounds. Writing web...
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Advanced Android 4 GamesApress, 2011


	Welcome to Advanced Android 4 Games. This book will help you create great games for the

	Android platform. There are plenty of books out there that tackle this subject, but only this book

	gives you a unique perspective by showing you how easy it is to bring native PC games to the

	platform with minimum effort. This is done using...
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Java NIOO'Reilly, 2002
Java NIO explores the new I/O capabilities of version 1.4 in detail and shows you how to put these features to work to greatly improve the efficiency of the Java code you write. This compact volume examines the typical challenges that Java programmers face with I/O and shows you how to take advantage of the capabilities of the new I/O features....
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Pro JavaFX 2: A Definitive Guide to Rich Clients with Java TechnologyApress, 2012

	In Pro JavaFX 2: A Definitive Guide to Rich Clients with Java Technology, Jim Weaver, Weiqi Gao, Stephen Chin, Dean Iverson, and Johan Vos show you how you can use the JavaFX platform to create rich-client Java applications. You'll see how JavaFX provides a powerful Java-based UI platform capable...
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Professional Microsoft Smartphone ProgrammingWrox Press, 2007
"Professor Yang and Dr. Zheng are two of the passionate young researchers in the field with a lot of hands-on experience. Professor Ni, on the other hand, is a veteran in wireless technologies, 2.5G/3G cellular phones, and embedded systems. The energy, the hands-on experience, and the long-term vision ensure that the book is of highest...
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Intel Galileo and Intel Galileo Gen 2: API Features and Arduino Projects for Linux ProgrammersApress, 2014

	Intel® Galileo and Intel® Galileo Gen 2: API Features and Arduino Projects for Linux Programmers provides detailed information about Intel® Galileo and Intel® Galileo Gen 2 boards for all software developers interested in Arduino and the Linux platform. The book covers the new Arduino APIs and is an introduction for...
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Learn iOS 7 App DevelopmentApress, 2013

	Learn iOS App Development is both a rapid tutorial and a useful reference. You'll quickly get up to speed with Objective-C, Cocoa Touch, and the iOS 7 SDK. It's an all-in-one getting started guide to building your first iPhone or iPad app. You'll learn best practices that ensure your code will be efficient and...
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Professional NFC Application Development for AndroidWrox Press, 2013

	A practical guide to developing and deploying Near Field Communication (NFC) applications


	There has been little practical guidance available on NFC programming, until now. If you're a programmer or developer, get this unique and detailed book and start creating apps for this exciting technology. NFC enables contactless...
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Pro iOS Persistence: Using Core DataApress, 2014

	Pro iOS Persistence explains how to build apps in Objective-C and Swift that persist and use data most effectively including the popular Core Data framework. Covering common and advanced persistence patterns, this book prepares any iOS developer to store and retrieve data accurately and efficiently.


	This...
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